2018 Outlook

RED CROSS YOUTH (RCY)
## Outlook in 2018

### Market Share
- 36/183 Primary Schools (20%)
- 41/143 Secondary Schools (29%)
- 14/24 Chapters (58%)

### Moving Forward:
- *Not expecting any significant jump in market share*
- A shift from in-unit focus of footdrill to service-learning & youth leadership.
- *Structural intervention by introducing Youth Leadership Badge to “integrate” the UG YM with Non-UG YM.*
- *Focus on larger narrative on Disaster Risk Reduction & Competitions*
- *E-Learning focus*
Focused approach: More on service learning & competitions

Cadet Curriculum

6 Core Subjects

- Red Cross Knowledge
- Youth Ambassadors’ Blood Programme
- First Aid
- Disaster Management
- Service Learning
- Youth Leadership

Fundamental Subjects

- Footdrill
- Outdoor Activities

HUMANITY IN OUR HANDS
Competitions

First Aid Championships

Junior Category (for lower Secondary)

Senior Category (for upper Secondary)
Competitions

Ambassadors of Blood Donation

Trailblazers’ Championships

Disaster Risk Reduction Competition

Upcoming in 2018!
Outlook in 2018

- Workgroups (Project-based) currently
- Non-structural appointment
  - Possible Challenge: Succession & Sustainability
- Development in CRD & district-based deployment will augment & speed up formal appointment of leaders in club structure.

Moving Forward:
RCY Steer Comm to focus on:

- **SHYS 2017 decisions** - how do we support, synergise and enhance these decisions and its narrative?
- What can we do **collectively as RCY** to move these decisions forward?
- How do we move forward with our **social inclusion agenda**?
- **SRC as SEAYN chair** - how can we actively contribute in this?
- **Disaster Risk Reduction in school and community** - what have we been doing and what else can we do to further champion this cause?
Elderly Inclusion & Migration

1. Elderly will be re-engaged to be active volunteers where programmes will be developed to be elderly-friendly too. Concerted effort to include elderly in all deployment will be put forth.

2. Community-based approach & care programmes will be strengthen for two identified groups.

3. Videos & collaterals will be developed to prompt conversation.
Community Cohesion & Voluntary Blood Donation

1. IT-based solution will be proposed to enhance information flow on blood use & educational purpose.

2. Re-affirmation of current festive period approach. Thematic Call Centre will be championed by youth.

3. Online meetings and follow-up with National Societies to share on success stories on youth donor recruitment will be set-up.
Outlook in 2018 (Exploratory; Pending NS endorsement in Oct)

Plans for 2018

To launch 2nd inclusive RCY Club / outreach to 2nd special needs school
• To further promote understanding and encourage interaction between inclusive RCY Clubs and across RCY
• To expand SI’s scope: outreach and engagement with youth in the deaf community
• To share and encourage RCY to adopt best practices on Gender & Diversity
  • Two SI members are part of the new G&D Working Group under Sec Gen
Did you know?

In the early 1950s, the Singapore Red Cross Society began conducting classes for deaf children and provided counseling services for their parents. As the demand for classes increased, in 1955, the Singapore Red Cross Society and officials of the Social Welfare Department founded The Singapore Association for the Deaf.
Who has done it?

Malaysia - Kuantan Chapter Youth for Disability

During 23-24 April, 88 students took part in a first aid training organized by SMK Sg. Isap Murni (part of the Malaysian Red Crescent Society Kuantan Chapter). Three of the participants were students with special needs (deaf & mute), a teacher volunteering to be their interpreter using sign language. “It’s amazing to see how our special needs students manage to communicate and keep pace with the rest of the participants. Their dedication and commitment was highly appreciated by the MRCS facilitator, and we’re looking forward to conduct more courses to cater for our youths!”

Who has done it?

First aid videos for deaf people

29 May 2009

Deaf people can already attend inclusive Red Cross inclusive first aid courses across the UK, but now the organisation has also launched a series of fully-signed first aid videos.

The videos – signed by Fifi Garfield in British sign language (BSL) – cover all the main first aid scenarios, from how to treat bleeding and burn injuries right through to providing emergency resuscitation.

Mark Nelson, company director of Remark!, said: "It's brilliant that the Red Cross has taken the initiative in making their materials accessible to the deaf community."

How this fits into National Society’s agenda?
The One Billion Coalition for Resilience (1BC) is an unprecedented commitment from individuals, communities, organisations, business and governments to mobilise the potential of our collective networks, our ability to work at scale, and to coordinate our shared resources, working toward a world where people are safer, healthier and can thrive, even in the face of adversity.
ONE BILLION COALITION: SRC STRATEGIC 5 YEAR PLAN

Looking Ahead

Translate One BC to quantifiable goals annually and resources needed.

10
COMMUNITY HUBS Community hubs for resilience

100
VEHICLES Vehicles for humanitarian action

1,000
VOLUNTEER LEADERS Regular active mobilised volunteers for resilience

10,000
BLOOD DONORS Mobilised Blood Donors-50% below the age of 35

100,000
FIRST AIDERS Trained and ready First Aiders for first responses in the community

10,000,000
BENEFICIARIES Reaching vulnerable people in Singapore and beyond

10,000
Youth and Adult volunteers in a coalition for humanity

1,000
COMMUNITY HUBS Community hubs for resilience

100
VEHICLES Vehicles for humanitarian action

1,000
VOLUNTEER LEADERS Regular active mobilised volunteers for resilience

10,000
BLOOD DONORS Mobilised Blood Donors-50% below the age of 35

100,000
FIRST AIDERS Trained and ready First Aiders for first responses in the community

10,000,000
BENEFICIARIES Reaching vulnerable people in Singapore and beyond
Our Vision…

- To realise the Singapore Red Cross as a leading and distinctive humanitarian organisation that brings together people and institutions in aid of the vulnerable.

Our Mission…

- We are dedicated to protecting human life and dignity, relieving human suffering and responding to emergencies.

Our Focus….

- Building Community Resilience
- Elderly & Disabled
- Youth
Serving the Vulnerable

*Singapore Red Cross is dedicated to serving the vulnerable in Singapore and abroad*

- **Within Singapore**
  - National Responsibility
  - Service to the most Vulnerable in Singapore

- Identified three groups of people who may have fallen through the cracks of social services:
  - **The elderly**
  - **The disabled**
  - **Fallen outside the ambit of social services**

- **Overseas** - People and communities affected by natural disasters and vulnerable communities
National Responsibility - Blood Donor Recruitment Programme

• Educates and engages the public to accept voluntary blood donation as an integral daily humanitarian act - make blood donation a national priority and part of Total Defence.

Looking Ahead
• Priority for 2017 and beyond:
  • make blood donation a national priority - a key element of total defence
  • Build a network of community partners
  • increase percentage of resident blood donors from 1.8% to 3%
  • increase the pool of youth donors - increase from 30% to 35%
National Responsibility - First Aid & Community Resilience

- First Aider in every home in Singapore
- Promoting First Response - increasing rate of CPR/AED response
- recent initiative - CITIZEN FIRST RESPONDER
- Promoting Psychological First Aid (PFA)
LOOKING AHEAD - MOVING FORWARD

Our Goals in 2017 and beyond:

- Aspire toward excellence in what we do and who we are as an organisation
- Grow our local humanitarian services and strengthen our outreach to the vulnerable in Singapore - focusing on elderly and disabled
  - Play a significant part in building Community Resilience - First Aid, First Response, Psychological First Aid, blood donation, framework to enable elderly & disabled
- **Connecting our Youth seamlessly to serve the community**
- **Develop partnerships for humanity - Government, Corporates and CSOs**
  - Making a significant impact when we respond to disasters and help build resilient communities
Thank You